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Abstract— Flexible manufacturing lines are required to meet
the demand for customized and small batch-size products. Even
though state-of-the-art tactile robots may provide the versatility
for increased adaptability and flexibility, their potential is
yet to be fully exploited. To support robotics deployment in
manufacturing, we propose a task-based tactile robot pro-
gramming paradigm that uses an object-centric tactile skill
definition that directly links identified object constraints of
the task to the definition of constraint-based unified force-
impedance control. In this study, we first explain the basic
concept of abstracting the task constraints experienced by the
object and transferring them to the robot’s operational space
frame. Second, using the object-centric tactile skill definition,
we synthesize unified force-impedance control and formalized
holonomic constraints to enable flexible task execution. Later,
we propose the quantified analysis metrics for the process by
analyzing them as a typical example of flexible manipulation
disassembly skills, e.g., levering and unscrew-driving regarding
their object requirements. Supported by realistic experimental
evaluation using a Franka Emika robot, our tactile robot
programming approach for the direct translation between task-
level constraints and robot control parameter design is shown to
be a viable solution for increased robotic deployment in flexible
manufacturing lines.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s primary demand for flexible manufacturing lines
is customization and, thus, small batch-size production [1].
This necessitates robots that are adaptable to changing task
constraints. State-of-the-art tactile robots provide the versatil-
ity for increased adaptability and flexibility [2]. Nevertheless,
their deployment for tactile and flexible interaction requires
control experts. Consequently, their potentials are yet to be
fully exploited [3].

One solution for increased robot deployment is to enable
simple yet effective and intuitive robotic skill definitions that
do not require control expertise for application. To elaborate,
human experts in manufacturing sectors have comprehensive
knowledge about the desired task and its requirements [4].
For instance, the task constraints, such as force and motion
expected to be experienced by objects during manipulation,
are well-defined. Take, for example, processing applications
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Fig. 1: Direct transfer of task information and constraints into
tactile robot control for increased flexibility. A task-oriented
tactile robot programming framework translates the desired object-
centric force/motion task into the robot domain.

such as milling, where the contact forces and feed speed are
calculated in a standardized manner. Consequently, robots
for flexible production need to be programmed to manipulate
the objects, respecting those well-defined forces and motion.
In the robotics community, numerous strategies for force-
motion interaction have been developed, such as admittance
control [5], impedance control [6], force control [7], and
unified control [8], [9]. Nevertheless, robots operating under
highly varying conditions, such as small batch-size sectors,
lead to changing task constraints, requiring re-configuring
and tuning the robot controllers accordingly.

In order to realize more natural and intuitive robot pro-
gramming, it would be desired to understand the task con-
straints directly and feed these to the controller, see Fig. 1.
Representations, e.g., the operational space framework [10],
constrained-based or object-centric task specifications [11],
[12], are significant steps towards this easier-to-use program-
ming paradigm. However, directly embedding the constraints
an object experiences during task execution for robot control
also requires using the task constraints and directly combin-
ing them with modern controllers for flexible tactile task
execution. As such, controllers can be tuned by non-experts
and learned by demonstration based on analyzing the desired
task constraints.

Numerous studies consider force control as a method
for developing adaptive robotic skills, testing the proposed
controllers with constant force values, thresholds, or con-
straints [13]–[17]. Nonetheless, such strategies struggle with
robustness when faced with environmental uncertainties and
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Fig. 2: Tactile skill definition imposed by the physical task
constraints. The object’s desired state dictates the task phase plot,
whereas the present environment’s circumstances shape it. TF: Task
Frame and RF: Robot Frame.

may fail when perceptual imprecision occurs [18], [19].
Impedance control is an established method for enforc-
ing dynamic behavior to achieve the desired motion while
interacting with the environment [6]. Adaptive tuning of
impedance parameters is advantageous in various applica-
tions [20], [21]. Variable impedance approaches are also used
in shared autonomy applications to coordinate the motions of
humans and robots and to update the predefined skill motion
policy [22]. Although multiple efforts were taken among
the robotic community to realize adaptive manipulation with
perception uncertainties [11], [23]–[28], this is yet to be
solved in principle and has not found its way into the real-
world industry.

This paper proposes a task-oriented tactile robot pro-
gramming paradigm that uses an object-centric tactile skill
definition. This concept links identified object constraints of
the task directly to the definition of constrained-based unified
force-impedance control, enabling the translation between
task-level constraints and robot control parameter design. For
this, we

1. Introduce the basic concept of abstracting the task
constraints experienced by the object and transferring
them to the robot operational space frame,

2. Extend the controller schemes of our previous works
[22], [29] by the formalized holonomic constraints to
enable flexible task execution,

3. Analyze as a challenging, however, representative exam-
ple of flexible manipulation disassembly skills starting
from the respective object requirements,

4. Propose suitable process analysis metrics, and
5. Experimentally validate the approach with a Franka

Emika robot.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First,

Sec. II formulates the processes using their required task
constraints under the tactile skills and introduces the tactile
robot programming method, transferring the task constraints
into the robot control. The validation scenarios, the proposed
task performance metrics, and the corresponding results are
demonstrated and discussed in Sec. III and Sec. IV. Finally,
Sec. V concludes the paper.

II. METHODOLOGY

We refer to interaction skills requiring force and mo-
tion profiles and compliant behavior as tactile manipulation
skills [29]. Successful execution of the tactile skills is a

challenging problem that involves force and form closures
between the robot end-effector and the manipulation object.
Every object in the real world is subject to force and
motion constraints in three translational and three rotational
directions, as depicted in Fig. 2a). This object-centric ab-
straction defines any tactile skill independent of the execution
instance, like the robot. We introduced the phase plot [29]
to represent the force-velocity task constraints for required
skills. This representation now serves as the basis to under-
stand the dynamic between the skill constraints based on the
simple object-centric force-velocity analysis as depicted in
Fig. 2b). Roughly saying, the task phase plot is the recipe
for the task execution by any instance. The great challenge
is formalizing this recipe so that it fits into the robot control
and can handle changes in execution, which we describe in
detail in the following.

A. Tactile Skill Representation
As previously mentioned, any tactile process, such as lev-

ering or unscrew-driving, is defined with specific boundary
conditions in motion and force. Constraints restrict motion
from a purely geometric standpoint, and the reaction force
is zero along the free axis in k-dimension. In other words,
during task execution, ideally, the tool moves along the free
axes at velocity ẋt

k×1, while the contact forces f t
(6−k)×1

occur along the other axes. Selection matrices T6×k and
Y6×(6−k) are comprised of 1 and 0 to decouple the motion
and force sub-spaces [7], [30]. Ideally, the task phase plot
(Fig. 2b) demonstrates the entire power cycle that the object
goes through, in which the force-velocity relation evolves
such that the contact is established smoothly ẋ = 0 with
the surface, at the same time an external force fext > 0 is
exerted to it.

For the exemplary scenario in Fig. 2c) the selection matri-
ces Y and T are deduced from the physical task constraints
and computed as follows. Assuming k = 5, Y = [δi(d)]6×1,
where a Kronecker function δi(d) is defined as

δi(d) =

{
0, if i ̸= d

1, if i = d
(1)

By adding zero columns to Y up to the dimension of six by
six to span matrix Y ′, we get

Y ′ = [δij(d)]6×6, (2)

where

δij(d)

{
1, if i = j = d

0, else
(3)

Let T ′ = I − Y ′ and discarding the zero columns of T ′

leads to T . In case d = 3 which holds for the examples to
be discussed in Sec. III, we have:

T =



1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1


,Y =



0

0

1

0

0

0


. (4)
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Fig. 3: Task-oriented Tactile Robot Programming. The controller
shaping functions ensure that the controller interacts with the
environment robustly and safely.

Rearranging the kinematics equation for the object using
natural (geometric) and artificial constraints in the robot
frame yields:

ẋ6×1 = R0
ee(α)T6×kẋ

t
k×1 , ẋ

t
k×1 = T#R0

ee(α)
TJq̇ , (5)

f6×1 = R0
ee(α)Y6×(6−k)f

t
(6−k)×1 , (6)

Jcon = Y #R0
ee(α)

TJ ,Jfree = T#R0
ee(α)

TJ , (7)

where R0
ee(α) is the rotation matrix of the end-effector, J

is the robot Jacobian matrix. The Moore–Penrose pseudo-
inverse of the matrices Y and T are:

T# = (TTT)−1T , Y # = (Y Y T)−1Y . (8)

Continuity in the force-velocity task phase plot corresponds
to the absence of abrupt power changes during the process,
leading to success in the task. Therefore, we further develop
the unified force-impedance control paradigm to command
the object motion and force imposed by the task constraints.
We also set the control shaping functions to maintain the
continuity in the task phase plot by stiffness variation and
force adaptation, as framed in Fig. 3.

B. Controller Design
The proposed control law for adaptive tactile skills is

synthesized unified force-impedance control [8], [22] and
constrained control [30], [31]. The controller has four main
features:

I) following the desired motion xd with impedance control
II) regulating the model-based contact force λ based on

the desired force fd without having to tune additional
parameters, e.g., PID gains,

III) gravity compensation,
IV) null-space control.
The corresponding control torque τd ∈ Rn is defined as

τd = τimp + τfrc + τg + τnull , (9)

where τimp, τfrc, τg , and τnull ∈ Rn are the input torque
for (i) impedance control; (ii) force control; (iii) gravity
compensation; and (iv) null-space control.

1) Constrained Robot Dynamics: The partially con-
strained robot dynamics can be deduced by an augmented La-
grangian, where the Lagrangian multiplier λ are the general-
ized contact forces when attempting to break the constraints.
Using the Euler-Lagrange equations in the extended space of
generalized coordinates q ∈ Rn, multiplier λ ∈ R(6−k), and
collocated external force along the free directions ffree ∈ Rk

subjected to the holonomic constraints Φ(q) = 0 ∈ R(6−k))

where feasible motions are allowed in k dimensions yields

M(q)q̈ + c(q, q̇) + g(q) = τd + τext , (10)

τext = JT
con(q)λ+ JT

freeffree , (11)

where τext ∈ Rn represents the external torque exerted
on the robot, while M(q) denotes the robot mass matrix,
c(q, q̇) ∈ Rn signifies the Coriolis and centrifugal vector,
and g stands for the gravity vector in joint space. Addi-
tionally, τd ∈ Rn represents the control torque applied by
the robot. Finally, we define the Jacobian of the constraints
Jcon = ∂Φ(q)

∂(q) ∈ R(6−k)×n computed in (7):

Φ̇(q) = 0(6−k)×1 = Jconq̇ . (12)

2) Impedance Control: The desired impedance behavior
along the free axes at the tooltip is

fimp = KC x̃+DC
˙̃x+MC(q)ẍd +CC(q, q̇)ẋd , (13)

τimp = JT
freefimp , (14)

where x ∈ Rk and xd ∈ Rk are the actual pose and the
desired pose along the free axes, respectively, as well as, the
pose error is x̃ = xd−x. Furthermore, KC and DC ∈ Rk×k

are diagonal stiffness and damping matrices, respectively.
MC(q) is the robot mass matrix in task space along the
free axes, CC(q, q̇) ∈ Rk×k is the Coriolis and centrifugal
matrix.

The undesired contacts cause deviations from the desired
pose that create either a pose error x̃ee ∈ R6, or external
forces f ee

ext ∈ R6 at the end-effector. This phenomenon is
exploited to react robustly to the undesired contacts and to
re-configure the end-effector [22] by adapting the stiffness
matrix KC. Having the St threshold is critical for compen-
sating for minor environmental effects such as friction on
the surface and measurement inaccuracies. It is also worth
noting that using position instead of velocity or acceleration
results in a less noisy signal. The normalized metric β is
then coupled to KC via ρimp.

β = 1− ∥f ee
ext · x̃ee∥
St

, (15)

KC = ρimpKmax , (16)

where the stiffness adaptation parameter ρimp is calculated
by

ρ̇imp =


min{ρr, 0} , ρimp = 1

ρr , 0 < ρimp < 1, ρimp(0) = 0,

max{ρr, 0} , ρimp = 0
(17)

and ρr is

ρr = βρimp + ρmin. (18)
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Fig. 4: Tactile disassembly skill examples. Task constraints T and
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shown cases.

Once the robot’s behavior is compliant ρimp = 0, it reacts
to the environment. Adapted to the current environmental
conditions, the robot recovers its maximum stiffness and
resumes the desired motion from its present configuration.
It should be noted that a slight positive constant ρmin is
included in the shaping function dynamics to provide an
initial increment for the situation ρimp = 0.

3) Force Control: Instead of having to tune gains and
parameters to specific situations, we chose to design the force
controller ffrc to be the difference between the desired fd ∈
R(6−k) and the model-based contact force λ, considering λ
should be equal to fd [30]

ffrc = fd − λ . (19)

To calculate the model-based contact force λ, the kinematics
equation at acceleration level in (20) is sol it.

Φ̈(q) = 0(6−k)×1 = J̇conq̇ + Jconq̈ (20)

After inserting the joint accelerations from (10) and the
input torque (9), rearranging the terms yields

λ = −J#
conJconM

−1(JT
freefimp + τnull)+

J#
conJconM

−1c− J#
conJ̇conq̇+

J#
conJconM

−1(JT
freeffree) . (21)

The inertia-weighted pseudo-inverse of the constraint Jaco-
bian Jcon is J#

con = (JconM
−1JT

con)
−1. Finally, the input

torque to control the desired contact force is

τfrc = ρfrcJ
T
conffrc . (22)

Additionally, we design the force shaping function ρfrc. The
force shaping function combines ρc and ρimp to adapt the
commanded force caused by the tool alignment error and
undesired contacts.

ρfrc = ρimpρc . (23)

The robot tolerates the tool alignment error ∥f ee
d · x̃ee∥

during the contact by the lower limit of Smin within δc > 0.
Moreover, if the robot loses surface contact due to the large
tool alignment error, the robot is only impedance-controlled
and follows the desired motion.

ρc=


1 , ∥f ee

d · x̃ee∥ ≤ Smin

0.5(1 + cos((π
∥fee

d ·x̃ee∥−Smin

δc
))) , Smin < ∥f ee

d · x̃ee∥
≤ Smin + δc

0 , otherwise.
(24)

It is noteworthy to mention that even though the robot
behaves compliantly to the undesired contacts with the help
of the control shaping functions as well as we fully decouple
the motion and force sub-spaces, using T and Y based on
the task constraints, the unification of force and impedance
control, as well as, variable stiffness in the impedance con-
troller may compromise the stability [32]. However, one may
guarantee stability by installing virtual energy tanks [33].

Next, the validation scenarios and relevant evaluation
metrics for the exemplary tactile skills are discussed.

III. VALIDATION SCENARIOS

We focus on the tasks from the disassembly processes as
our representative examples. Levering and unscrew-driving
are two crucial skills widely used in disassembly tasks
involved in electronics waste recycling, a field heavily depen-
dent on manual labor and challenging to automate by using
robots [34].

A. Levering
The levering operation is one of the main steps in the

disassembly pipeline. For instance, when removing the PCB
from a heat-cost-allocator (HCA), levering lets us apply mo-
ments using the levering support at the edge of the HCA, as
shown in Fig. 4. One approach to levering is to use periodic
motions xt

d while maintaining contact f t
d perpendicular to

the tooltip, essentially when the desired force is complicated
to define to lever an object [34]. Levering is likely successful
when the locking mechanism is broken or fully opened,
thereby stuck. In other words, it is difficult to define a goal
for a successful execution.

We design an experimental setup to enable reproducible
comparisons by choosing a car outlet socket as our exem-
plary object and manufacturing an aluminum counterpart to
fix it firmly. The lid of a car socket outlet is levered by using
the peg. The length and diameter of the peg are 20mm and
3mm, respectively. The experiment starts with no contact,
and the algorithm is defined such that the robot should start
with force control to establish contact. The expected behavior
is that if no contact is sensed, the robot should stop force
control and restart when contact is sensed. The motion is
a function of time t, whereas amplitude and frequency are
B = 0.04m and ω = 0.15Hz, respectively.

xt
d = [0 |B sin(2πωt)| 0 0 0]T ,f t

d = [12] , (25)
St = 0.5 , Smin = 0.0001 , δc = 0.7 . (26)

The task constraints T and Y are the same as derived in
(4).

B. Unscrew-driving
Electronic unscrew-driving is possible in two ways:

button-triggered or push-to-start. As button-triggered screw-
driver requires additional setups [35], we analyze the push-
to-start electronic screwdriver-based process. The process
requires the screwdriver to be pushed while the screw moves
in the opposite direction. Push-to-start is generally triggered
by a certain amount of force, as provided in the tool’s
datasheet. The tool should also be perpendicular to the screw
to maintain contact. During our experiments, we use an
M8x25mm screw and drill the thread through an aluminum



Fig. 5: Task phase plots. Task evolution is presented for Top:
levering and Bottom: unscrew-driving. Continuity in the plots shows
the robustness to varying external forces, thereby, the successful
execution of the process.

counterpart to fix it in our experimental setup. While the
same task constraints T and Y are used, the rest of the
parameters are as follows:

xt
d = [0 0 0 0 0]T ,f t

d = [20] , (27)
St = 3.5 , Smin = 0.0001 , δc = 1.8 . (28)

The translational Kmax,t and rotational Kmax,r

stiffness used in the experiments are 1500N/m and
200Nm/rad, respectively, whereas the damping ratio is
diag[0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 1, 1, 1].

C. Remarks

Based on the levering and unscrew-driving process defini-
tions, for successfully executing the process, the robot should
be i) positioning the tool as accurately as possible at a desired
region of interest, ii) applying a force profile as accurately as
possible, iii) ensuring an accurate motion and process success
even if undesired external forces occur, iv) deviating from a
defined motion profile as little as possible. Thus, our task-
oriented tactile robot programming framework is evaluated
for these four items under the categories of a) position
accuracy, b) displacement tolerance, c) force tolerance, and
d) force and motion error. A Franka Emika robot is used for
the experiments, and the robot’s internal sensing capabilities
are used to measure the position, velocity, and external
force/torque at the end-effector [36].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the levering scenario, the expected behavior for the
robot is to move to the contact and maintain the contact force
of 12N with the lid in the z-direction while moving along
the x-direction in the end-effector frame. In contrast, the lid
is levered about the y-direction. As the robot is compliant in
the z-direction, it moves with the lid along the z-direction due
to force control while moving along the x-direction due to
impedance control. In this case, the motion in the z-direction
is treated as a tool alignment error and regulated by the force
control shaping function ρc. Thus, the robot can only move
within the threshold δc, meaning that the force is reduced to
zero after a certain distance by ρfrc. During unscrew-driving,
the robot pushes the screw with the force of 20N in the

Fig. 6: Norm of the linear and rotational velocities of the
end effector. Top: Levering and Bottom: unscrew-driving. Constant
orientation due to rotational velocity around zero while moving
means that the robot maintains contact.

z-direction while moving in the opposite direction. As the
screw gets loose during the process, it starts moving in other
directions, altering the external force at the end-effector.
Therefore, the stiffness adaptation ρimp is activated, and due
to this compliant behavior, the robot’s end-effector is pushed
by the external force and reconfigured itself. This process
continues until the screw is fully unscrewed to 25mm.

The task phase plot is developed with the external force
and velocity in the z-direction in the robot’s task space.
The force and velocity evolution also translates to the power
development during the task, as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore,
the continuity in the plot means the task proceeds success-
fully. In particular, the levering process starts with no-contact
0N. The initial back and forth motion around 60mm/s and
−20mm/s with around 15N is the initial contact. After
the initial contact with the lid, the force decreases to 12N
while it moves together with the lid with 40mm/s. Later,
the contact force is maintained around 7N at 0mm/s, where
the lid is fully opened and cannot move anymore. During the
unscrew-driving process, after the initial contact of 30N, the
robot starts unscrew-driving by the force of 20N. As it can
be seen in the plot in Fig. 5, while the robot applies the force
of 20N, it also moves up to the velocity of −50mm/s, as
the screw keeps unscrewed. However, later, the robot stops
moving and applying force. After adapting to the current
configuration, the robot keeps repeating the pattern in the
task phase plot. The continuity in the plot during levering
and unscrew-driving can be interpreted as a successful task.
Additionally, it shows robustness to varying external forces.

The position accuracy of aligning the tool requires con-
stant end-effector orientation during the processes, which is
crucial to establishing and maintaining contact. The norm
of the angular velocity w.r.t the end effector in Fig. 6
is ≈ 0 rad/s both in levering and unscrew-driving, which
shows us the robot maintains the contact robustly during the
process.

Force-motion profile errors can be analyzed in the force
and position plots, as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Notably, the
commanded force to the robot is the desired force times ρfrc.
For instance, as shown in Fig. 7, ρfrc decrease to app. 0.6,
such that the commanded force fz reduced from 12N to app.



Fig. 7: Performance metrics results for levering. Top: desired vs.
measured force in the end effector frame, Middle: desired vs. actual
motion in the base frame, and Bottom: controller shaping functions.

7.2N. While tracking the motion and forces as accurately
as possible is important, for successful execution, levering
and unscrew-driving are the processes that need to tolerate
the force and displacement imperfections due to, e.g., a
loose screw moving in the thread. Here, we can comment
that our tactile robot programming framework allows, yet
limits the force and displacement tolerances by the control
shaping functions such that they regulate the stiffness and
commanded forces for the certain thresholds St, Smin, and
δc that the human experts set beforehand to allow acceptable
deviations while ensuring successful executions.

In general, the focus in tactile skills relies on contact/tool
alignment ρc and compliant behavior ρimp, namely, force
and displacement tolerance, such that after specific tool
alignment error, the robot should stop applying force or if the
impedance shaping is activated due to the motion error and
external forces occurred. Specifically, the levering process is
analyzed and based on the results in Fig. 7, the contact/tool
alignment during sinusoidal motion or force-displacement
tolerance is crucial to achieving a robust levering process
as the lid moves primarily, and the robot should maintain
contact between the tool and the lid during the motion.

In addition, unscrew-driving demands compliant behavior
or displacement tolerance, as can be interpreted from the
results in Fig. 8. It is also predictable as the robot should
allow the screw to move upwards while pushing it to trigger
the screwdriver, and this requires the screwdriver to be per-
pendicular to the screw to maintain contact. The impedance
shaping is activated if the contact is about to be broken,
leading to external force and motion error. Here, the robot
stops force control while compliant due to decreasing ρimp.
The stiffness is fully recovered in the current configuration,
and the robot re-starts applying force after correct tool
alignment. The authors would like to mention that further
study should focus on deciding St, ρmin, and δc instead of
fine-tuning the current surface material properties, such as
friction and rigidity.

Fig. 8: Performance metrics results for unscrew-driving. Top:
desired vs. measured force in the end effector frame, Middle:
desired vs. actual motion in the base frame, and Bottom: controller
shaping functions.

V. CONCLUSION

Cutting-edge tactile robots offer improved adaptability
and flexibility, but still, their programming using force- or
impedance control is relatively static and requires expert
knowledge. Reaching the full potential of flexible manipu-
lation task execution in real-world scenarios requires highly
simplified programming for non-experts. Thus, we propose
a task-oriented tactile robot programming framework to
successfully deploy tactile robotics in manufacturing that
exploits object-centric tactile skill definition.

The core concept consists of a) the basic knowledge of
the forces and motion constraints a real-world object is
subject to; b) using a force-velocity representation called
task phase showing the change of these constraints during
the task; and c) transferring this intuitive representation into
the robot control, without requiring the robot operators expert
knowledge about controller parameterization. We apply this
scheme to establish constraint-based unified force-impedance
control for common manipulation skills, which we validate
in real-life experiments using the tasks of unscrew-driving
and levering with a Franka Emika robot manipulator by
evaluating in terms of the proposed analysis metrics i) posi-
tion accuracy, ii) displacement tolerance, iii) force tolerance,
and iv) force and motion error. Finally, our approach to
simplify tactile robot programming and enable the direct
translation between task-level constraints and robot control
is a potential solution for increased robotic deployment in
flexible manufacturing lines.

Future work will focus on blending the tactile disassembly
skills by extending our task-oriented tactile robot program-
ming approach.
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